Naming Issues Addendum – Missing Figure

The following figure was accidentally omitted from Handout #26. It should appear at the end of Section 4.5.

```
run (program (n) ...)
  bind create-sub
  invoke create-sub 2
  invoke create-sub 3
  bindpar sub2, sub3
  bind test
  invoke sub3
  invoke test
  invoke sub3
  invoke sub2

ENV0 n ➔ 12

ENV3 create-sub ➔ (abs (n) (abs (x) (- x n)))

ENV1a n ➔ 2
ENV1b n ➔ 3

ENV4
  sub2 ➔ (abs (x) (- x n))
  sub3 ➔ (abs (x) (- x n))

ENV6 test ➔ (abs (n) (sub2 (sub3 (- n 1)))))

ENV2a x ➔ 13
ENV5 n ➔ 1

ENV2b x ➔ 0
ENV2c x ➔ -1
```

Figure 2: Invocation tree and environment diagram for the `create-sub` program run on 12.